
By Tebogo Matoane and Pontsho Segwai

A proposal making HIV tests compulsory for
suspected rapists cases has raised a controversy
in South Africa.

The move, included in a draft bill released recently, is
part of the legislature’s new orientation towards the
interests of survivors of gender violence, according to
South African delegates Molly Molete and Susan Nkomo.

Members of civil society have welcomed the proposal,
but there are those
who argue that the
rights of suspects
under the constitution
cannot be ignored.
The South African Law
Commission and
other legal agencies
have discussed at
length the proposed
legislation.

Service providers
see the compulsory
tests as crucial in
demanding harsher
sentences for suspects
who are eventually
convicted.The
punishment should be
enhanced where the
perpetrator knows
their HIV-status and intentionally infects his victim, as is
the case in Botswana, says Katrina Arendse-Mseme of the
Gauteng Network on Violence Against Women.

In Botswana, the minimum sentence for rape is 10 years.
But convicted rapists who test HIV-positive get an
additional five years. If a rapist is found to have known his
status, the sentence ranges between 20 years and life
imprisonment.

NGO delegates from South Africa said extensive
consultations with survivors would be necessary to
establish the impact of the proposed law on their lives.
According to Arendse-Mseme, there is some concern that
survivors of gender violence may suffer secondary trauma
as a result of the testing process.

Should the proposal be passed into law, the survivor
would have to deal with the trauma of the rape
experience, the medical tests and the legal reporting
system as well as having to cope with the result itself.

In South Africa, a
rape complainant is
likely to be sent to
the district surgeon
for a medical check-
up and given the
emergency pill before
being referred to the
nearest HIV/Aids
clinic for testing.
Where such services
are available, she
would probably know
her status before the
perpetrator is
arrested. In such
circumstances, the
survivor would
wonder what
difference it would
make and worry

about the likelihood of reliving the trauma all over again.
However, not all survivors have access to basic medical

care immediately after the rape. Says one NGO delegate:
“We need to put ourselves in the shoes of an ordinary,
poor, often rural, woman in the street who cannot afford
medical treatment, cannot afford to follow recommended
diet set out to fight the infection and so on.”
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Reaching out for salvation: Another day, another Aids baby born at a
hospital in South Africa Photograph by Jody Bieber

Compulsory HIV tests spark debate
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Mauritius was the first SADC country to introduce
comprehensive legislation for combating violence
against women. South Africa has since passed similar
legislation, building on the Mauritian experience.
Zimbabwe and Zambia have domestic violence laws in
the pipeline.This domino effect is but one illustration of
how best practices in the region can have a cascading
effect.

Report backs from the group work yesterday highlighted many
gaps in the campaign against gender-based violence. But they also
surfaced many innovative ideas that have the potential to spread
like an African bush fire from one country to the next. Here are a
few examples of these best practices:

The law and criminal justice system
Tanzania now gives a sentence of 30 years to rapists. Zimbabwe

has introduced victim-friendly courts although these are still
inadequate in number. Zimbabwe, Zambia and Botswana have
trained staff to make courts more friendly to complainants.

In Botswana, the Public Service Act 2000 also makes provision
for sexual harassment by civil servants. Lesotho has also
criminalised sexual harassment. Sexual harassment is covered
under the Criminal Code in Mauritius, but so far few women have
come forward to complain.

Education,Training and Awareness Building 
Several training manuals on women’s rights as human rights

have been produced at national levels. Such efforts have been
replicated at regional level.Women in Law Development
Foundation (WILDAF) has developed a basic training manual for
women to know and understand their rights. Inter Press Service,
a global development news network, has developed a training

manual for the media on gender
violence that is being tested

at a workshop
running parallel to
the main
conference.

Almost all
countries have
made an effort
to advance the
education of
the girl child
to address
the more
deep-
seated
issue of
the

economic
violation of

women’s
rights. In

Zambia, the school curriculum has been reviewed to sensitise
children to gender violence and its dangers to development.

In the face of increasing abuse of the girl child due to beliefs
that men infected with HIV will be cleansed, some countries in
the region are focused training programmes on traditional
healers. In South Africa, the Ministry of Health is working closely
with traditional healers to dissuade them from prescribing sex
with virgins as a cure for HIV/Aids. Namibia has also registered all
its traditional healers to make sure that their practices are closely
monitored.

In Namibia, church leaders have been targeted for awareness
raising on violence against women and HIV/AIDS. Swaziland is
encouraging bishops not to use verses from the Bible to oppress
women.

A major challenge remains moving from awareness raising to
effecting behaviour change. Lack of resources, low literacy levels
and lack of government commitment and insufficient co-
ordination among organisations were also cited as being hurdles
that many countries still face in their efforts to eradicate gender
violence.

Services to victims
Several countries have started putting in place services for
survivors. Key areas of focus include:
● Provision of easily accessible information on services available
to women and children victims or survivors of violence through
information education information (IEC).
● Ensuring accessible, effective and responsive police, health,
social welfare and other services and establishing specialised unit
to redress cases of violence against women and children.
● Provision of accessible, affordable, specialised legal services,
including legal aid, to ensure the just and speedy resolution of
matters of violence against women and children. For example, the
Law Association of Zambia through the Women’s Legal Clinic,
provides legal aid. However, the organisation has limited financial
resources.
● Provision of shelters: In Zambia the Police Victim Support Unit
and YWCA have drop in centres. Several NGOs in Mauritius
have set up shelters.The most active shelter is the SOS Femme.
In Botswana, perpetrators are detained overnight while
establishing the case, and temporary shelters are given to the
survivors. However, Botswana has only one shelter.This was
commissioned in 1998 and accommodates only 14 people at a
time.
● Counselling services: In Zambia, some counselling services are
provided mainly by the YWCA, the church and the police victim
support unit. Mauritius has a domestic violence unit with a 24-
hour hotline, a family counselling legal unit which gives free legal
advice to battered women. Mozambique has established legal
clinics and victims assistance centres. Botswana  has  a rape crisis
centre and a childline centre both providing counseling  to victims
and their families.

Research 
In Botswana, the Women’s Affairs Department commissioned a
study on laws affecting women in the country. In 1999 this
research was extended with a study on the socio-economic
implications of violence against women. Studies on witchcraft as a
form of gender violence have been conducted in Namibia, South
Africa,Tanzania and Mozambique.

Flame of best practices begins its blaze
By Jacqueline Kabeta, Moffat
Kondowe, Alice Kwaramba, and Joyce
Jenje-Makwenda 
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A saying in Sesotho goes:“When a rooster fathers
a chicken, it has fathered a wife.” Another goes:
“You cannot charge an old battery with an old
battery” or “You cannot fix an old car with old
parts.”

And in trying to adhere to this orthodoxy, young girls
are raped and abused by older men throughout the region.
In the Aids era, the incidence is growing as the myth of the
power of the young girl is extended to include the legend
that sex with her will ‘cure’ HIV/AIDS.

The reasons for committing these offences vary from
the absurd to the ghastly. Either the man wants to cleanse
himself of diseases, bad luck or believes simply in the
misguided belief that it will restore a diminishing virility.

According to the United Nations, girls are the victims of
almost 80 per cent of sexual crimes such as rape, incest,
and sexual abuse across the world.The UN Aids
directorate, UNAIDS, says the pandemic is spreading
fastest among girls younger than 15-years-old.

The abuser is nearly always known to the child and may
be a parent, uncle or family friend.Variations of the abuse
range from physical abuse such as beatings and corporal
punishment to child trafficking.

Between 40 and 60 per cent of sexual assaults have been
found to be committed against girls who are 15 years and
younger regardless of region and culture.

Some men do it to “boost” their chances of being
promoted at the workplace.

More bizarre cases take on a religious tinge. Some
religious prophets say they have been directed by “god” to
sleep with the young girl to cure them. Sometimes this
“god” even instructs the prophets to marry the girls at a
young age.

In some cases the abuse starts as light fondling of the
young girl by the elder sister’s husband under a culture in
Zimbabwe known as Chiramu. Culturally accepted, this in
many cases has ended up in the sister’s husbands having
sex with the young girls. Often, the young girls are forced
or coerced into the act.

Other men just don’t want to use condoms and the
young vulnerable girl does not offer much of a fight.A few
dollars, a meat pie or ride in car in some cases is enough
to seduce her.

In Southern Africa, six women are infected for every four
men, according to Tariro Makanga of the Southern Africa
Information Dissemination Service (SAFAIDS) service.

She estimates that one in three women who become
infected with HIV are monogamous and are unaware that
they have contracted the virus until the death of their
partner, or if they are tested.

It is quite common for men not to tell their wives or
partners that they are HIV-positive or if they have other
sexually transmitted diseases. SAFAIDS research has
shown that most men have extramarital affairs and do not
always use condoms.

They grow suspicious if their wives ask them to do so,
immediately assuming she is having an affair. This Catch-22
exposes their wives to HIV infection.

It is also not common for husbands and wives to talk
openly about sex. Makanga also revealed that the
predilection of men in the Southern African region for dry
sex is increasing the spread of the disease since it causes
abrasions, which makes transmission easier.

With Sub-Saharan Africa being the region of the wildfire
spread of the pandemic, a key answer lies in helping
women to negotiate safe sex with their partners.

Myth of the virgins who cure AIDS
By Lewis Machipisa

Poem by a 9-year-old.
Published in Reclaiming Women’s Spaces, Nisaa Institute for Women’s
Development 

AIDS grim reaper hits SADC women
By Carole Gombakomba
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M A U R I T I U S

Mauritius passed the landmark Prevention of
Domestic Violence Act in 1997, a final product of a
fighting political will of three successive women
ministers.With the law now in place, Mauritius is
focusing on how to implement it successfully, with
measures like a family court in the pipeline.

It’s already worked for Helene Caserne, a 42-year-old
woman who has left her abusive husband and is trying to
rebuild her life.

When we spoke, Helene had tears in her eyes.The lump
in her throat prevented her voice from being audible.We
even had to stop the interview from time to time so that
she could gather her strength.

Was your marriage arranged or based on love?
The parents on both sides arranged
everything. I thought that once I got
married, I would know how to love him.
He was very polite, generous and kind
during our courtship.

What happened after the wedding?
My nightmare started after only three
months.We were invited to my mother’s
place and I was excited.We were on the
point of leaving the house when he
suddenly noticed that I had some make-up
on. He yelled at me and asked me to get
undressed and he raped me.

Did he beat you when you were
pregnant?
No, but I cannot say that he was kind
either. He kept on repeating that he was
doing it for the sake of the child.

What did he do to you?
He threw platefuls of freshly cooked food at my face
saying I did not know how to cook. He broke all my
wedding gifts. He forced me to have sex with him. I cannot
count the number of times I was raped and sodomised.
Once he even tied me with a dog’s chain and beat me until
I bled. He left me there crying without any food or water.
It was my daughter who untied me on her return from
school. Beating became a way of living.

Did he rape you in front of your children?
Not really, but he did not bother to close the door of our
bedroom. Once he even put an elastic band on his penis
before sexual intercourse. I cried with pain. He took

pleasure in my pain and enjoyed sex even more.

Did you not get any help from your neighbours?
Each time a neighbour grew suspicious, we moved house.
We finally ended up in a remote place of Mauritius called
Creve Coeur where he beat me even more.

Was he working?
The house in Creve Coeur was on a big piece of land. I
was his slave. He ordered me to do all the ploughing,
sowing and planting. I even had to take the vegetables to
the market but the money was his.
One day my brother who is a Minister in our Church,
found him a job to maintain the Church. He accepted and
we moved house. I thought that things would get better
since my daughters were grown up and we were close to

relatives. Unfortunately things got even
worse and he became an alcoholic. He
kept on stripping my clothes before
beating me.

Did you not seek help?
On the advice of my sister I went to ‘SOS
Femme’ and they gave me legal help. He
got the fright of his life when an Usher
came with an official document asking him
to appear in court. He made all sorts of
promises and asked to be forgiven. I
believed him.

What happened then?
It did not take long for him to start again.
Once when one of my daughters was
trying to prevent him from beating me, he
hurt her very badly with a kitchen knife.
Seeing my own daughter bleeding was the

last straw.We all went to the police.We filed a complaint
and moved to another house. But my turmoil did not stop
there. He refused to give us our personal belongings as
well as the furniture, which belonged to me. Fortunately
my neighbours told me about the Domestic Violence Act
and told me that I could get police protection. I went to
the police and police officers accompanied me to get all
my furniture out of the house.

Are you happy now?
Yes, I have found a job, my two daughters are working and
we no longer live in a permanent state of fear.
Unfortunately I am very afraid of men and only hope that
one day I will get over this trauma.

Mauritian law ends a woman’s nightmares
By Loga Virahsawmy

Helene Caserne is rebuilding her
life
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The recent case of the Windhoek man who
poked out the eyes of his partner and blinded her
has created an impetus for Namibia to pass its
draft domestic violence legislation more quickly.

The legislation will come too late for the blinded
women, but it can act as a brake on the horrific cases that
have shook the country, say activists.The domestic
violence bill has been tabled and is likely to be passed
next year.

The young woman’s fate was sealed when her ex-
boyfriend, in a jealous rage, beat her up and then used his
fingers to poke out her eyeballs.Another case that has
shocked the country is that of the Swakopmund resident,
Florin Thomas, who killed his wife, chopped her into
pieces, boiled her remains and then froze them. In
Northern Namibia recently, another jealous husband also
chopped up his wife and twin children.

Thomas was sentenced to life while the other court
case is ongoing, as is another case, also in the North,
where a jealous boyfriend chopped off his partner’s
fingers and seriously injured her legs that both had to be
amputated.

These three cases are particular aberrations that have
captured the headlines in Namibia where gender violence
is on the increase, as it is across the region.
Unemployment and the corresponding poverty add to the
culture of violence.A day hardly passes without reporting
on the issue, but there are indications that reporting
(about 2, 000 cases are reported annually) is still low,
suggesting that the official estimates mask a high degree of
under-reporting. Over one in five incidents of reported
violence are in domestic relationships and of these, almost
68 per cent take place in the woman’s home.We say a
“woman’s home”, because females are the primary victims
of gender violence.The victims in 80 per cent of the cases
are women, but just over in 10 cases reported were by
men who claimed gender violence.

Perpetrators most commonly use their hands, feet and
fists to beat victims.Weapons used include knives, sticks

and clubs. Just over one in five cases of gender violence
result in convictions.

An intense lobby by civil society as well as a gender-
conscious Ministry of Women’s Affairs and Child Welfare
could see changes. Namibian activists are using the SADC
Addendum on the Prevention and Eradication of Violence
against women to lobby for a raft of law reforms.These
include the domestic violence legislation, more strict
maintenance laws and beefed up sexual offence legislation.

Their efforts have been assisted by a creative mass

media campaign that has been running since 1996.
Television ads, radio programmes, newspaper inserts, self-
development courses and bumper stickers are some of
the arsenal that’s been assembled to create a
consciousness about gender violence in Namibian society.

A recent development is the formation of a men’s
movement under the aegis of the organisation Namibia
Men for Change.The organisation is growing in influence
and stature, as citizens realise that women alone will not
win Namibia’s that battle against gender violence.

Love her to bits, chop her to pieces
Sarry Xoagus-Eises and Marina Matundu

What is femicide?
● Murder because victim is a woman
● Intimate femicide is the killing of a woman by her partner
● Research shows that most femicide cases result in lesser
convictions e.g culpable homicide instead of murder
● Often the end result of a violent relationship

Apology
In the column Off the Beat, we incorrectly said
that Tanzanian delegates did not obtain visas from
Lesotho and so could not attend the conference.
In fact, it was South Africa which did not supply
the visas.

Namibian authorities to shackle domestic violence



For the first time in Zambia, men took to the
streets on November 25 to protest against fellow
men who “raise a fist instead of raising a family”.

Wife battering, rape, property grabbing, child sexual
abuse and sexual cleansing and inheritance of widows are
some of the degrading gender-based violent acts
confronting the nation that was once in copper.

“The march by men was the first of its kind since 1991,
when we started observing the 16 Days of Activism on
Violence Against Women,” says Rosemary Mulumo of the
Young Women’s Christian Association, a rights group that
provides advice and shelter to
survivors of gender-based
violence.

The 16 days run from
November 25, the
International Day for the
Elimination of Violence
Against Women, to December
10, the International Human
Rights Day.The campaign
period is used to heighten
attention on the abuse of
women and to actively seek
solutions to the problem.

“Almost all countries in the
Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC) had
activities marking the 16 Days,” says Christine Warioba,
Programme Officer in the SADC Gender Unit.

In neighbouring Malawi, one of Africa’s youngest
democracies, First Lady Patricia Shanil Muluzi helped bring
gender issues to the fore by braving the sweltering heat
to lead a December 8 procession organised jointly by the
government and civil society.

“The participation of our first lady and the publicity the
march received gave issues of violence against women the
prominence and the attention they deserve,” says Fostace

Chirwa, Executive Director of Malawi’s Women’s Lobby
and Rights Group.“We know more people will be
reflecting on the socially-construed power relations that
exist between women and men.” 

In South Africa, there was a church service, an art
exhibition depicting problems women go through, and
cleaning of cemeteries where other acts of sexual
violence take place.The Krugersdorp Women’s Group
also launched a campaign to end femicide. Statistics
indicate that one in six women is killed by her intimate
partner in South Africa.

Throughout the SADC
countries, men have started
forming rights groups to
raise awareness amongst
fellow men on the need to
promote and protect
women’s rights.

Stella Makanya of Women
in Law and Development in
Africa, says many countries
used the 16 Days of Activism
to finalise reports on
progress made since 1998,
when governments in the
region signed an agreement
to take urgent measures to
prevent and deal with

increasing levels of violence against women.
In SADC, as in all regions of the world, gender-based

violence causes more deaths and disability among women
between the ages of 15-44 than cancer, malaria, traffic
accidents and even war.The prospect of more women
dying is increased by the HIV/Aids epidemic.

“These activities are helping in intensifying the fight to
end violence against women. More and more people are
realising that it could be their wives, children, sisters, or
their mothers next time,” says Mulumo.
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Raise a family, not a fist
By Mapula Maboea and Hazwell Kanjaye

Sex worker or prostitute
Is a practitioner of the world’s oldest profession a
prostitute or a sex worker? Government representatives
tend to call a spade a spade or in this case a prostitute a
prostitute. But researchers in the field find that women
who sell sex tend to define themselves as “sex workers”
and say that progressive women should do the same.

Wife or spouse
On the opening day of the conference, the chairperson of
one of the sessions implored delegates not to open the

“Pandoras Box” debate about what a spouse is.The term,
in a straight world, usually refers to a wife or a husband.
But as more gay women in the region come out of the
closet, legalising gay marriages is firmly on their agenda.
The implication: that a woman’s spouse can be a woman.

Victim or survivor
When a woman is raped or battered and she survives, is
she a rape victim or a survivor?  Some activists tend to
prefer “survivor” because it’s an affirming term. But others
argue that this does not acknowledge a woman’s trauma.

A rose by any other name...

Published in Reclaiming Women’s Spaces, Nisaa Institute for Women’s Development, Walsh
Design 1999
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Off the Beat
Condoms...

Although conspicuously absent from
the rooms, male condoms — also
popularly known as lifesavers, boots,
raincoats, or socks — are available at
Maseru Sun.

“Condoms are available free of
charge to our guests at the
reception,” says Lawrence Hlagoane,
the hotel’s assistant slots manager.
“Guests can also call me on extension
102 or leave a note should they want
them delivered to their rooms.” 

But one guest said:“The hotel
should also keep Femidoms (female
condoms) because some men insist
on doing it plain.”

But the smooth service at Maseru
Sun is not available in many other
hotels in Maseru, capital of the
mountain kingdom of Lesotho.“We
do not keep condoms, but most of
the bookshops around stock them,”
said a receptionist at the Victoria
Hotel in downtown Maseru. —
Hazwell Kanjaye

...and Consultants
If condoms are in short supply, then

gender consultants are not.These
doyens of the gender conference
circuit are probably behind the more
chic country reports. Have a peep at
Swaziland and Botswana’s to see what
we’re talking about.

While the reports drawn up by
government and non-governmental
organisations are usually helter-skelter
affairs usually finalised minutes before
delivery, the Consultants Report is
bound and glossy with an executive
summary and ready for dissemination.
It has to be seen to be worth the
US$300.00 per hour that is the going
rate of the hottest gender
consultants.

But be warned: the glossier, the
heavier and more verbose the report
is, the less likely it is to reflect
country content. How do you
recognise a consultant’s report? It’s
usually filled with words that MS-
Word won’t recognise like
“engendered”,“capacitate” and
“sensitisation”.

Lesotho
The Sexual Offences Bill 2000 has been developed to address all forms of
sexual violence against women.The Bill broadens the definition of sexual
violence and the measures to be taken to prevent it.Areas covered include
abolition of the cautionary rule in rape cases, insufficient evidence, absence
of vaginal fluid or semen, especially in cases of rape with a condom, and
unsolicited sexual exposure.The Bill also introduces compulsory testing of
offenders for HIV. — Keneiloe Ts’otetsi and Malume Mohale

Swaziland
The national gender policy being drafted will encompass strategies to
promote gender equality and equity.The main areas of concern are law
reforms since outdated laws militate against effective administration of
justice.The Convention on the Rights of the Child has been ratified but not
incorporated into national law. Harmful cultural practices that perpetuate
violence against women and children are rife and awareness campaigns that
condemn and discourage these practices need to be strengthened. —
Lereko Phatela

South Africa
The most significant legislation is the much-acclaimed New Domestic
Violence Act of 1999.The law expands the definition of domestic violence to
include stalking, verbal abuse and relationships outside wedlock.The
Recognition of Customary Marriages Act of 2000 covers marriages under
customary law, marking a significant step towards prevention the grabbing of
property from widows. Children-friendly courts will now allow children to
testify through intermediaries, thereby minimising secondary victimisation
and traumatisation.The One-Stop Centres for Abused Children pilot attests
to this. — Tebogo Matoane

Zambia
The national gender policy has been translated into seven main local
languages, thus ensuring it is user-friendly.The government is currently
undertaking a comprehensive review of laws, enforcement mechanisms and
support systems relating to violence targeting women and children.Women
have been under-represented at all levels of decision-making: out of 150
members in parliament, only 16 are women. — Jacqueline Kabeta and
Charles Mubambe

Mozambique
Mozambique has formed a public-private partnership to fight gender
violence. A civil society forum of 12 women’s organisations works with
government to implement a national strategy.The country is undertaking a
training scheme for all public officials who help women access the criminal
justice system. These include police officers, judges and prosecutors.
In addition, the country has carried out a mass multi-media campaign to
disseminate information about gender violence.The challenge now is to
extend services to cover the country. Between 40 and 60 per cent of the
population is covered by the programme. — Mouzinho Nicols
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Getting away with murder
Most SADC countries may have enacted

laws on violence affecting women and
children, but there is still little recognition of
femicide as a crime in its own right. Indeed,
many cases of women murdered by their
husbands are dismissed as crimes of passion
– thus ensuring lighter sentences.

Where there is available data, it often
transpires that femicide occurs within a
history of domestic violence. But the
classification of femicide is a relatively new
concept.The fact that a significant proportion
of female victims of murder are killed by
husbands and intimate partners has long
been ignored, with statistics being included in
general murder and manslaughter statistics.

And yet there is sufficient reason to
believe that cases of femicide have been on
the rise lately. In South Africa, a woman is
killed every week as result of domestic
violence. In Zimbabwe, cases of children
being sacrificed to appease avenging spirits
have been reported.

This is tantamount to allowing men to get
away with murder. It is not uncommon for
the accused in femicide cases to cite as
mitigating factors issues such as adultery or
culture-based stereotypes about women’s
place in society. Despite the fact that the
dead are not able to defend themselves, legal
officers are often swayed by these
arguments.The end result is that these
victims of murder also have their reputations
tarnished post-humously.

We must start holding governments in the
region accountable for appropriate treatment
of femicide cases.The first step is to have
police stations collect gender- disaggregated
data on murder.We must then train both the
judiciary and the police to identify femicide
from the word go and structure laws to take
reflect the intricacies of such cases.
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SADC Conference On The Prevention And
Eradication Of Violence Against Women And
Children

Programme for Wednesday 13 December 2000

(Please note that this programme may be subject to change)

08:30 Training on an integrated
model framework for combating
violence against women:
Commonwealth Secretariat
(2 delegates per member state)

Drafting committee to produce draft
report

Arrival and registration of Ministers

10:30 Break

13:00 Lunch

Session 1(Chair: Namibia)
16:00 Consideration and adoption
of draft report

17:00 End of day

19:00 Official opening ceremony

Linking gloves in the battle
Governments and civil society have entered into partnerships across

the region to fight gender violence in its various guises.This degree of
co-operation is striking about the SADC conference, which is
underway in Lesotho to assess how far its 14 member countries have
come in the battle.

As countries presented their reports, it became clear that civil
society – especially non-governmental organisations – are delivering
most of the services necessary to mount an effective fight against rape,
battery, femicide or harmful customary practices.These include mass
media campaigns, legal and social services.

Consequently, representatives from civil society have been included
on government delegations.The flip side of what is an important
partnership is that this conference does not have any shadow reports.
These are reports usually issued by NGO’s, which often challenge
government’s position. But Stella Makanya of the regional organisation,
Women in Law and Development in Africa, says the joint delegations
have meant that the government reports are not a beauty competition
where governments only say how brilliant well they are doing.

“The reports reflect what is.They are quite honest about what is
being done and what the constraints are,” says Makanya.A set of
common constraints is emerging across the region. Money, as usual, is
the largest. Under the yoke of structural adjustment programmes, every
country does not have sufficient resources to effectively implement the
full range of services necessary and to take these initiatives out of the
capital cities.This raises a problem for innovative media campaigns, like
Namibia’s because “it can raise expectations that cannot be met”, says
Makanya.

While most countries have made good progress on legal reforms,
implementation is a problem because the region suffers lack sufficient
judicial services, including judges, courts, prosecutors and an effective
police investigation service.


